PRISON INMATE INVENTORY
NAME: Example Report
INMATE NUMBER : 000-00-0000
AGE : 31
SEX: Male
ETHNICITY/RACE: Caucasian
HIGHEST GRADE ATTAINED: High School Graduate

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT
MARITAL STATUS: Married
DATE OF BIRTH : 01/01/1987
DATE SCORED
: 01/13/2018

Prison Inmate Inventory or PII results are confidential and should be
considered working hypotheses. No diagnosis or decision should be based
solely upon PII results. The PII is to be used in conjunction with experienced staff judgment and review of available records.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION PROVIDED BY INMATE
----------------------------------------Age at first arrest.......... 17
Felony arrests............... 1
Times on probation........... 1
Probation revocations........ 0
Times on parole.............. 0
Parole revocations........... 0
Months left to serve......... 4

Years in jail and prison.........
Alcohol arrests..................
Drug arrests.....................
DUI/DWI arrests..................
Jail/Prison escape attempts......
Total number of arrests..........
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* * SUMMARY PARAGRAPHS EXPLAINING INMATE'S ATTAINED SCALE SCORES * *
-----------------------------------------------------------TRUTHFULNESS SCALE: LOW RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:32
This is an accurate PII profile and other scale scores are accurate.
Denial and distortion are minimal. This inmate was truthful and has
adequate reading skills. The Truthfulness Scale identifies selfprotective, recalcitrant and guarded inmates who minimize and even
conceal information. This inmate was truthful. This test is accurate.
ADJUSTMENT SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:68
This inmate's Adjustment Scale score is in the high end of the medium
risk (40th to 69th percentile) range. Some indicators of attitude and
behavioral problems are evident. Areas of inquiry could include a
review of this inmate's court history, authority relationships and
interpersonal difficulties. Other PII scale scores should be reviewed.
RECOMMENDATIONS: Clarification of expectations and consequences may be
all that is needed to re-establish a problem free status. Without
intervention, attitudinal and/or behavioral problems could become a
focal area of concern.
ALCOHOL SCALE: LOW RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:38
Few, if any, indicators of alcohol (beer, wine or liquor) abuse are
evident. Alcohol use, if present, may be historical or represent
minimal involvement. Alcohol abuse risk is low. A person who does not
drink may score higher than zero, but would score in the low risk
range. With regard to alcohol, this is a low risk score.
DRUGS SCALE: LOW RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:29
Few, if any, significant indicators of illicit drug use or abuse are
evident. Drug involvement may be historical, experimental or minimal.
An inmate who does not use drugs may score above zero, but would still
score in the low risk range. Drugs refers to marijuana, cocaine,
crack, amphetamines, barbiturates and heroin. With regard to drugs,
this is a low risk score.
ANTISOCIAL SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:69
Several indicators of a disturbed outlook and adjustment are evident.
Yet, an established pattern of antisocial behavior is not indicated.
This inmate lacks focus and application. Some impulsivity, irritability and conforming problems are likely. Passive-aggressive noncompliance or verbal resistance is likely.
VIOLENCE SCALE: MAXIMUM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:92
Violent tendencies are indicated and a pattern of violence appears to
be well established. This inmate could be dangerous to self or others.
Ruthlessness, destructiveness, savageness and
explosiveness
are
common. This is a violent person. This inmate can be intimidating,
threatening and potentially dangerous. Review this inmate's records
carefully for prior violent acts.
DISTRESS SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:58
Periods of anxiety and depression are reported. Environmental (incarceration) stress and interpersonal conflict can be contributing
factors. Distress may be dissipated during anger, physical exercise,
eating or sleep. This inmate is not overwhelmed by distress. With
regard to distress, this is a medium risk score.
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JUDGMENT SCALE: PROBLEM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:72
Below average or perhaps impaired judgment is indicated. Impaired
judgment is sometimes related to cultural factors, language difficulties, emotionality, intellectual functions, substance abuse or concrete thinking. This inmate may be easily confused and lacks understanding or comprehension.
SELF-ESTEEM SCALE: PROBLEM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:80
This inmate's self-esteem is negative. This person devalues himself or
herself, feels inadequate and lacks confidence. Such persons are often
moody, worrisome and insecure. Although negative self-esteem is indicated, it may not be the most significant focal area of difficulty.
This is a problem risk Self-Esteem Scale score.
STRESS COPING SCALE: MEDIUM RISK RANGE
RISK PERCENTILE:65
Stress coping abilities are not well established, however, stress does
not present as a focal issue. Stress-related problems are characterized by irritability, instability and interpersonal conflict. Coping
with stress is a process of adaptation. Symptoms of stress can be
psychological or physiological and can include anxiety, depression,
irritability, substance abuse and moodiness. With regard to stress
coping abilities, this is a medium risk score.
* * * * *
SIGNIFICANT ITEMS are either direct admissions or unusual responses
that may warrant clarification for better inmate understanding.
ALCOHOL
------2. Is concerned about drinking

DRUGS
----64. Drug use concern after prison

ANTISOCIAL
---------31. People think is antisocial
36. Admits manipulates and lies
54. Needless lying and conning
83. Concern about being antisocial

VIOLENCE
-------3. More angry & violent than most
34. Often thinks about revenge
40. Dangerous/ angry/ violent/ etc.
44. When angered is dangerous
51. Feels justified hurting someone
55. Physical cruelty to others
59. Admits is a violent person
68. Has threatened or hurt others
74. More dangerous than most people
87. Denies is a nonviolent person

SECTION 3 reflects the inmate's opinions with all their biases. These
answers allow comparison of the inmate's subjective opinions with their
more objective and empirically based scale scores.
127.
128.
129.
131.
133.
135.
137.

No complaints or grievances
Last year: not disciplined
No job or trouble problems
Denies suicidal or homicidal
No family/relationship prob.
No disciplinary action(6 mon.)
No substance abuse programs

139.
140.
141.
142.
143.
144.
145.

No inmate/officer problems
Drinking not a problem
No need for alcohol help
No drinking or drug problem
Not a recovering sub. abuser
Drug use a mild problem
No need for drug treatment
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR COMMENTS:

____________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
__________________________
STAFF MEMBER SIGNATURE

1- 50
51-100
101-150
151-160

___________________
BADGE NUMBER OR ID

__________
DATE
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